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Name:  __________
TYPE YOUR NAME ABOVE

ECE RTOS Exam No. 1 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade
General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you solve the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 60 minutes or the 
end of the exam time slot, whatever comes first, then the submission on Canvas will close. In that case, email this test to the instructor and accept a 2 
point late submission penalty for each additional hour started. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

EMAIL? ___ ⌈additional hours⌉: ___

Question 1-2 (20pts.)
The following statements relate to C99 standard of C language. Consider acceptable programming practices and 
common cases.  We are not interested in whether something might be doable in certain extreme unusual cases. 
Please state whether each of the following statements is true or false:

A global shared among files variable may be declared 

as static in a .H header file false  /  true

A shared global variable may be declared as static 

in a .C source code file false  /  true

Every global variable must be volatile false  /  true

Some global variables may need to be volatile false  /  true

A “regular” function can be implemented in a .H header file false  /  true

An inline function can be implemented in a .H header file false  /  true

An Enum type declaration always generates a variable(s) false  /  true

It is better to pass a structure by value than by pointer false  /  true

In C nested functions are allowed  false  /  true

In C nested structures are allowed  false  /  true

Question 3 (10pts.)
You are configuring a digital IO PIN of STM32 F746ZG using CubeMX.  You may use obvious abbreviations for the 
mode names in your answers. Continue into the next line if need. Make sure your complete answers are 
highlighted.

List all the available digital output mode(s) by their names: ___

List all the available digital output speed mode(s) by their names: ___

List all the available pull-up/pull-down mode(s) by their names: ___

List all the available digital input mode(s) by their names: ___
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Are external interrupt modes formally a part of digital input modes?: yes / no they are separate

Question 4 (10pts.)
Assume that you are using STM32F7XX Timer2 with a 72MHz SYSCLK as a source, a 16-bit prescaler, and a 32-bit 
main counter. You need to set up a PWM of 10kHz frequency that can be controlled within 0.1% (103 or greater 
PWM counter).  What would be the settings of your choice?  What are the limits?

My choice for the value for the prescaler divider: ___

Any restriction on the range of values to choose? no / yes, the min is ___, and the max is 
___

My choice for the value for the main counter period: ___

Any restriction on the range of values to choose? no / yes, the min is ___, and the max is 
___

Question 5 (10pts.)
You are configuring a digital IO PIN PB1 (next to the green LED pin PB0) of STM32 F746ZG using CubeMX.  You 
need to set it up as a hardware PWM output.  Assume that all timers are available.  Provide all possible choices 
of Timers, including channel numbers and/or alternate channel numbers.  (Not all blanks are needed.)

Answer: ___, ___, ___, ___, ___

Question 6 (10pts.)
Homework check: In a recent homework assignment, you used one of the channels of ADC1 to read analog 
voltage provided by a potentiometer.  Please make sure that you double-check your answer, as a few characters 
are worth 10% of your test score. 

The board used was ___ (fill-in only if you used something else than NUCLEO-F746ZG)

The ADC number was ADC_ (one digit number)

The channel number was IN_ (one or two-digit number)

That channel used the pin PORT_ PIN_ (this answer depends on the above and is worth 50%)

Question 7-8 (20pts.)
Write the line of code to switch on the GREEN LED of NUCLEO-F746ZG development board:
___ (______);
Write the line of code to switch off the RED LED of NUCLEO-F746ZG development board:
___ (______);
Write the line of code to toggle the BLUE LED of NUCLEO-F746ZG development board:
___ (______);
Write the line of code to perform a wait of 100 milliseconds in the main program loop:
___ (______);
Is it OK to use the wait instruction above inside of an interrupt?
absolutely no / it depends on an interrupt / it might work, but it is bad / yes
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Question 9/10 (20pts.)
Complete the blanks that implement receiving a one-byte variable coming by UART, descaling the variable 
range, and then updating the hardware PWM.  See comments inside the code for additional requirements 
functional requirements.  Some blanks may have to remain blank if a step is not needed.
...
  /* USER CODE BEGIN 2 */
  ___(&htim3, TIM_CHANNEL_3); // start PWM without timer interrupt
  ___; // do you need to manually set up UART without an interrupt?
  /* USER CODE END 2 */
  /* USER CODE BEGIN WHILE */
  while (1)
  {
    unsigned char buffer[1];
    /* USER CODE END WHILE */
    /* USER CODE BEGIN 3 */
    // receive one 1 byte into the buffer, and wait no more than 5ms
    HAL_StatusTypeDef is_ok = ___(&huart2, ___, ___, ___);
    if ( is_ok == HAL_OK ) {
    // Rescale the value: the received value is between 0 and 255
    // Rescale the value: PWM 0% is 0, PWM 100% is 500
         uint32_t pwm_rate = ( ((uint32_t)buffer[0]) * ___) / ___;
    // Set the PWM rate for the timer channel that was initialized in user code 2
        ___->___ = pwm_rate;
  /* USER CODE END 3 */
}
...

End of the Test
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